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In order to provide all the capabilities desired, the

fulfillment service.1,s,data base had to be supplemented with a

second data base. The magazine's advertising agency placed the

television commercial in_local spot time through station-

representatives, often making block purchases at the lowest rates

In -one or two, weeks after spots run, the rep returns -reports/to

the agency showing the times the spot was seen. We coordinated

this time-and-date information with each station!s prograth

schedule and entered all this as our sedond computer data base,

along with the dollar cost far each spot run, (prorated, in the

case of block purchases).

The purpose of this second ata base should be obvious.

Since we know from the fulfillment data base when the subscription

order was received, and usually which television channel, if-any,

was the source of information about the subscription offer,- most.

sales an be 'tagged' to a specific run of a specific spot ona

specific channel. Let me not mislead you this is by no me ns

a perfect match in regality. However, experience indicates. tha

7.1

most people who are going to respond to a television commercial

0

calling an 800-number, do so within about 15 minutes of seeing -Qr.

commercial. In our analysis, we were a little more liberal, and

tagged a sale to a spot if it ran on the appropriate station withN

one hour prior to the subscription call in. Clearly,-some people

write down the number and call at a late/, more convenient time;

these sales williusually not be tagged to a particular spot, or

more rarely, may be tagged, to the incorrect spot:.
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thenr was to design research procedures which could be used as a

management tool in assessing the effectiveness of television
/ P

advertising for generating new subscriptions.

The solution We created involved the integration of two

computer data bases and permitted the examination Of two kinds

of problems:

1) the selection, through market testing, of alternative

creative and/or promotiaal strategies; and

2) the identification of the most cost efficient

media-buying choices.

How It Worked

The system which was,designed relied on the basic call-to-
.

action device which the magazine planned to use in all of its

televThion commercials -- that is, the familiar inward-WATS

telephone number that the interested consumer could call in

order to plece-a. _ subscription order. At the other end of the

line, an operator took the order and entered it directly on an

interactive computer terminal. The operator also tried to inter.

the consumer in a longer-term subscription than was being -promo-tea

In addition to entering the basic subscription data, the operato

inquired as to where the consumer had seen the subscription offe

and the system automatically recorded the time-of-day the order

was received.



Sales that are not tagged can be distributed among the available

spots in,proporticn to the tagged sales. In our initial trials,
we found we were able to tag anywhere fran 20%, triabo 708 di

sales; subsequent inproveuents oould increase-that-sikCiii rate
__-

to about 60% to 85%. Aga.in; the system is not perfect, bit it
I

movides far more infoinetion'atout the perfornence of television

ccinrercialsthm most sellers can gather.

By virtue of this tagging process, the system gener4es

a table simiLar to the model slxiin in Figure I. The table will

show the number of times a spot tams run, the number of subscriptions

gaierated by those spots (subscription volume) , the dollax volume

that those subscriptions represent, the dollar invested to

acquire each dollar of this new subscription business. All of '
these figures are broken-down by:

1) tke daypart dung which the spots were run;__time-of-

day,is expressed in local viewing tine for the station

and prim time is defined differently for different time

zones and for Sunday versus otter days of the 'cheek;

2) the program environment during -which the spots were

run; and

3) the source of the pzogran material whether 'local,

syndicated, or network.

Clearly, all of this is designed to help. a Media buyer determine

which tines of day and types of programs are the most cost efficient:

Furthermore, tables of the\sort, shown in Figure I can be ix:berated



or any- calancler period'and for any selection of markets. -More on

this in a namistt. .

A second major type of table the ten is

in Figure II. 'lb generate this table, the manager ppecifies a

criterion value, whichch is the highest dollar arnount that ,the

nag:Fine can afford to invest to acquire a-new subscription: The.

tagged sales data allows a cosbver-subscription figure-to be

generated for each spot rut on a station. By comparing this with

the criterion valul, .the nurser ..of profitable and Unprofitable

runs can be deterndned. The table shows these two nunbers for

each station. It also reports the total dollars spent buying .time'

from the station and' the total dollar whale cf business garterated

by that time purchase, so that station performanoecati be exandnecl

in terms of overall return on iriveStment. Clearly, the information

an this table is designed to help the =diet buyer determine which

particular staiti,ons are perforndng best, in order to rundnd.ze the

efficiency of the buy. Again, this table, can be repeated for

various =lender periods and for various selections of markets or

stations, to coincide with the base. for bsbies of the first -kind.

In essence, that is the model for this system. Obviously,

this could., be applied to any situation vt.ere television advertising

is combined with inward-MS' service. at the uniqUe nature of

the subscripticn fulfillment se/rvice nukes this/particularly easy

to accomplish for neny large magazines; and further the unusually
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narrow profit' margin in lohich magazine sulaecriptiones operate

nukes, the system of special economic brartance to the marketing

of magazines.

An Application

Zta illustrate lam the system aids media bilyings and the

Oelectim of piteotional, strategy, ; would like to briefly describe

the original at:pLiostion for our client nagazinand give a hint

of sone of the results. Again, the proprietarf sathre, of the data

prohib4s too nuch detail.,

.The initial reel that our client faced vas to select the b6st

poesibie approach to pannottig subscriptions from a seraea/of

pre-deteradnel possibilities. The Imre four .basic vari/ables

that were of concern:

1) Creative execution of the cocatercial. A= the main

body of the cormercial, tik, different creative

strategies ked been produced one a very up-teiipo,

hard-hitting approed* the other gore related' and

earthy.

2) Subscription term to be offered. The client wondered

if an on-air offer of i shorter -term with its

c:comernitant lower Price would o9i-pull a longer:term/

offer. In either-case, the actual per-copy price

vould rennin the sane.

3) Which' incentive to use. The client planned to offer.



a premium item as a "free gift" to those responding

to the offor. TVio different premitan items, of about
the sane cost, were being considered, and the client
wanted to know which was more likely to be the best
incentive. The client was also interested to know

if the presence of an incentive would' make a

substantial difference in response rate.
) Other media. The client wished to know whether the

presence of other promotional efforts would inprove
the effectiveness of ,the televisicn ciutitaign./ In
particular, direct nail was considered for use as a
supportive vehicle. 4.9

All possible cxxnbinations of the various elements for all
four of these variables would yield an "experimental" dezign of
24 cells. This was clearly inpractical, especially since it was
also desired to include geographic diversity within each of. ttie

"cells," or panels of test markets. \A total of eight such panels
were settled co: four of the `avoid receive creative execution

A, and four would receive creative Es; four would receive the short-
term offer, four would bear the. lcng-term offer; three would be
offered prentum Ole three would be offered premium #2; and two

would be offered no premium;
_ finally, direct nail support would

be placed into the markets on tut) of the panels, while the other
markets would be kept as uncontaminated as possible.
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As has been renamed, each Panel vas set some

geographic diversity_in-mind.Each-Of the eight panels included

four or five test markets, and in each market one or two television

stations were chosen for the test flights of spots. In all, 37

cities acrid 47 stations were involved in,"the' test. The spots

were assembled to create the various required versions and then

distributed to the appropriate stations. '1t canpaign was

scheduled to run for a for week b4t, but dim to staggered starts

for the various panels, subscription fulfillment data covered

a period of seVen weeks As t)an indication of the scope of

the test, in cne typical week of.otile t-43erirrent, spots were

total of 1,862 tires and telYphone sales in tile test markets that

week hit 22,920 subscriptions.

At the end of seven weeks (or, mare accurately 10 weeks, since

the station rep iniornution had to be incluied), we carputed one

tahlp of the form shoun in Figure I fOr each of the eight market

panels fOr each leek of the test and an additicrial table which

sunmarized the full run of ,the campaign in that panel. We also

Ott- rputed tableS of the' formshown in Figure II for each. station

in each test panel in each meek of the test, and z., similar set

of tables for the end-of-campaign SIFITary.

A. great deal of information Which would help, the media

buyer was gained fILT[TI these tests. For eicample\, spots run from

late waling up to the start of prime tine tended to out-perform
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rates on some stations in orderL to buy iparttculdr tin* 910113

Would ibe justified', while buying other !.stations at block rirrof:'
i

r

the-air rates would be uor coot efficient. Finallyq the use of ,

1 dixeCt Mail as a supportive vehicle incroved.the Performance of

a test panel, but probably not enough to juiltify its added cost.
i much for the asastencin media buying 1.,ict: this system

provides the marketing 'tanagers' of the.client 'Aagakine. ;tat
A... .. . '. , ),'..-. I , i

,, about the assistance in selecting ,a,..cireative and pranOtional
... I I . . . ,.

strategy? Fbrtunitely, there was! riot
)

contest here. Regardless

of all the Other variations I'vest been discussing, two of the

eight panels clearly out - performed the others. In both of those

,4% panels, iotential subscribers saw dreative Execution A with a
I

Jonger-term subscription Offer and incientive'preratmt *2. As a

result, that was the strategy the client adopted .when the car/reign

wept .riational; and that' was the 'strategy which the magazine stayed

,

with for over two and a, half, Years,\
\

naming 'several two- and

three -week flights per year.
.

There can be little doubt that tt aijgressive use of

television` campaigning coupled with the\narket research and

analysis systen described here aimed thiS magaiine to add

hundreds of thousandsif new subscribers ,in a well - monitored

environment which assured that the subeciribers were added at very

low cost. It nay be gratuitous to mention this, but, we- often
-

forget: nagaz.ines are consumer prcducts and the wise business

manager of a magazine will employ all the appropriate neth:ds

of modern marketing including market research --

the fsgazine's circulation. The present case study is !Direly

one illustration of the potential sticcess.this, apprioach can

generate.
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Figure I -- Fdrmat for table analyzing subscription
sales received by telephone in response
to television commercials presented in
varying on-air settings.

# of spot'
runs

.

All telephone saTeS .77

Sales not tagged.

Sales tagged

*By Daypart
6-7:59 AM

.

8-9:59 AM
10-12:59 PM

.

1-359 PM
4 Prime

,

Prime 2
Post Prime-5:59 A .

/*By Environment, Format
News/PA
Gades/Quiz
Talk/Variety
Movies
Gen. Entertainment

.

Sports
.

2

sub.
vol.

cost
per sub 3 volume

cost per
$ volume\

2258 8.95 40583.92 .498

. .
. i

. .

. .

. . / . .
6 100.00 105.85 5.668
. 1

. .

7

\
.

. . y . .

. . \
.

.
.

;
- .

47 5.37\ 863.89 .628Cartoon/Kids,
- . . .Nature
. .Farm.

Misc, Unknown

*Source
Local
Syndicated
Network

(Model displays_three represeppat ve rOirs-oAgures fromone panel in the/promotion strat gy test, for on- week ofthe test. In practice, all rows are completed.)
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Figure II -- Format for table analyzing performance of
individual broadcasting. stations.

Return on Investment
# of spots # /profitable # unprofit- Time 'TotalStation runs / runs able runs Charges $ Volume

,,.

City X, Ch 5/14 9 5 2020.00 7173.89
/

City Y, Ch/2
.

.

/
..

. .
-

etc.

\ ,

(Model displas,one representative row of figures for onestation .during meek of the promotion test.)gone
. .


